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APPLICATIONS FOR AWC MEMBERSHIP
� D. Lynn Baker, 4210 Thorncliff Rd., Balto,
MD 21236
410-375-2602 Endorsers: Hillary Frank, Charlene
Stone
� Susan Crosby, 17 Truck House Rd., Severna Park
MD 21146 410-353-7462 amityweims@verizon.net
Endorsers Hillary Frank, Charlene Stone
� M. Sara Lenahan, 100 Coleman St., Laurens,
SC 25360 saralenahan@picticnet.com Endorsers:
Susanne Hughes, Chris Durance Watkins
� Lori Mauger, 22 Grant St., Dover NJ 07801-4908
973-361-8353 hipraise@optonline.net Endorsers:
Chris Durance-Watkins, Crystal McNulty
� Linda Ohl, 3078 Denver Dr., Poland, OH 44514
330-757-3545 Endorsers: Judy Lowther, Yvonne
Sovereign
� Leah Perry, 16908 Copperhead Dr., Round Rock, TX
78664 512-820-7896 thewhippets@gmail.com
Endorsers: Dwight Caffee, Lisa Costello
� Carol Zienert, 412 Forest Trail, Montgomery, AL
36117-7500 334-273-7880 mzienert@knology.net
Endorsers: Harriett Lee, Dr. Barbara Henderson
COMMENTS regarding applicants may be sent to —
Membership Chair Kay Nierengarten, 5654 Chalstrom Dr.,
Saginaw, MN 55779 — or emailed to:
kay@northwindcatalog.com

WELCOME NEW SUBSCRIBERS
Jeanine Shepherd, Seattle, Washington
WELCOME BACK:
Jim Clever, Fort Loudon, Pennsylvania; Charles Gooding, Elkhart, Indiana; Erin Nichols, Aptos, California
LAST ISSUE, TIME TO RENEW:
Anna-Mari Andersson, Tuija Elomaa, Marita Furu, Jaana Jylanto, Monroe Kornfeld, Kari Naukkarinen, Jaana Porkka, Meri
Wilenius

http://www.americanwhippetclub.net/awcpages/awcnewsletter.html

DEADLINE — The first day of the month for that month’s issue.
THE WHIPPET NEWS ANNUAL Current issue: 2009. Back issues
available for 1986-2008 (except 1987 & 1990 through 1992). Cost: $25.00
each ($30.00 foreign), which includes shipping; all funds in U.S. dollars,
payable by check or money order and mailed to Annual Editor Wendy
Clark (address above). Purchase can also be made through PayPal at:

http://www.americanwhippetclub.net/awcpages/awcannualbackissues.html
The American Whippet Club and The Whippet News assume no responsibility for
statements or claims made in the letters to the editor or advertisements that appear
in its publications.

Dear Readers,
This issue has some very interesting and thought provoking reading this month including a lovely memorial for a
fascinating woman who passed away recently, a long
awaited breeder interview with lots of inside perspectives
from a super successful breeder handler, and a reprinted
article about the perils of over population for those of us in
dogs.

National Show Chair Cindy Scott
719-594-9974 brookwood22@comcast.net
Eastern Harriett Lee 434-295-4525
hnl4c@virginia.edu
Midwest Pat Richey 330-735-2486
sprichey@yahoo.com
N. Central David Samuelson
651-454- 4174 SamuelsonD@aol.com
S. Central Kathy Rasmussen
913-681-8929 harmonywhippets@aol.com

Southern David Howton 770-345-2120
DRWhippet@aol.com
Western Pam Magette, 562-598-8717
pmagette@solariswhippets.com

AWC SHOW CALENDAR
AWC 2011 National Specialty, 4/2/12—
4/9/11 Lexington, Kentucky, Breed Judge
Harriett Nash Lee (Winsmith)
http://www.awc2011.com
North Central Regional August 27, with
St. Croix Valley Combined Specialties and
St. Croix Valley Cluster, Lake Elmo, MN.
Breed Lori Nelson (Wildfire), Sweeps Jenny
Boyd (Ableaim). AWC Support Saturday,
August 28, Sweeps Debbie Davenport,
Breed Kathy Davenport (Kamada). Sunday
Breed judge Jamie Souza (Bartlett).
AWC Support 9/5/10 Amana, IA Sweeps
Mrs. Pat Hastings, Breed Dr. Dr. John Shelton; weekend judges Barbara O’Neill, Jeffrey Pepper, Allan Pepper.
Southern Specialty Saturday, 10/23/10,
Sweeps Karen Roberson, Breed Madison
Weeks; Friday, Breed Luc Boileau. Sunday,
Breed Patricia Murphy
OTHER WHIPPET EVENTS
MAWA Specialty Thursday, 10/21/10, Sweeps
Rachel Amado, Breed Dr. Robert Indeglia
Greater Chicago Whippet Club Specialty
Saturday, November 27, Crete, IL. Breed Denise
Tatro, Puppy & Veteran Sweeps Gail Wegner.
GCWC Support Sunday, Breed Harold "Red"
Tatro (no sweeps). Superintendent Roy
Jones. Show Chairs Shelley Kruger & Lisa
Costello.

.

President’s Message

The AWC Board has been confronted with what is in my
opinion an egregious situation. An AWC member has posted information on his/her web site that he/she has purposely cross
bred his/her male Whippet to another breed of dog in order to
“produce top performance” Whippet crosses also known as
lurchers. I am aware that people cross different breeds of sighthounds to produce lurchers for many different functions. However, when we apply to become members of the AWC we sign
an application form that states we will uphold the By-Laws and
Code of Ethics which govern and formulate the ideals of the
club. Some of those ideals are that each of us will adhere to the
conduct and sportsmanship of an ethical Whippet breeder and
competitor as described in the Code of Ethics. To be a member
of the AWC which is the Parent Club for the breed and be involved with this type of breeding practice is not in the best interests of the Whippet as a breed or the AWC, a club whose members should be dedicated to the purity of the breed for which
they are responsible.
The Board has asked this person to resign his/her membership.
Be safe, take care and have fun with your Whippets.
Russell

FROM THE SHOW CHAIR
JUDGES BALLOT
By the time you read this you should have received your preliminary
ballot to select the judge for 2012. Please take the time to circle,
highlight or underline the names of judges you feel should be considered to judge a National Specialty. I mentioned in last month’s
Whippet News that the final ballot would be going out thru the Members Only Website. That was a big OOPS on my part! Until we have
new By-Laws that incorporate the electronic age, we cannot do that
so the final ballot will be going out in the US mail.
LEXINGTON NATIONAL
Look for info in this issue from Jan Swayze-Curry about next year’s
National. We have already raised the number of rooms for our hotel
TWICE! I think this will be a big one!
NORTH CENTRAL REGIONAL SPECIALTY
First of all I want to thank Nancy Billups for the last several years as
the show chair for the specialty that has been held in Oklahoma City.
We will continue, at least for one more year, having the South Central in conjunction with the Oklahoma City cluster at the beginning of
June and I’m very happy to announce that Kathy Rasmussen will be
taking over the lead position. Kathy proved herself and then some
after the fantastic national in Kansas City. Welcome aboard, Kathy!
Cindy
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The American Whippet Club
Code of Ethics
The American Whippet Club Code of Ethics
was approved by the AWC Membership in December, 1996. A copy of the Code of Ethics is
provided to each new member of the AWC.
The Code of Ethics describes the conduct and
sportsmanship of an ethical Whippet breeder
and competitor, and the responsible selling or
placement of Whippet puppies with the public. Just as our AWC breeder-members are
striving to breed Whippets which conform to
the ideals of our breed standard, it is expected that they will also strive to uphold,
through their own conduct, the ideals of the
AWC Code of Ethics. The Code is reproduced
is its entirety below.
PURPOSE:
The purpose of this Code of Ethics Is to provide guidelines for the members of the
American Whippet Club that promote the Ideals and principles necessary to properly
maintain and protect the Whippet breed. The
primary aim of the members of this club is to
breed, maintain, and present healthy, happy
WhIppets, true to their heritage and the
standard of the bred. Each member must
consider the welfare of the breed when engaged In any activities involving competition,
breeding and selling of Whippets and must
refrain from any activity that would be prejudicial to the best Interests of the breed and
of the club.
MEMBER OBLIGATIONS:
1. Rules and Regulations
Each member shall be familiar with and observe the rules and regulations of the American Kennel Club, the American Whippet Club,
and this Code of Ethics. Each member attending an exhibition or competition shall
comply with the rules of the sponsoring organization.
2. Breeding
Each member should understand and accept
the breed standard as presented by the

American Whippet Club and should, whenever breeding a litter or allowing the use of a
stud dog, direct all possible efforts to producing individuals of quality that conform to that
standard.
All breeding stock should be of characteristic type, exhibit sound structure and stable
temperament (neither shy nor vicious), be in
good health and condition, and be free of
communicable diseases and serious genetic
defects. While it is recognized that individual
breeders may choose to emphasize either
conformation or performance excellence in
their programs, Whippets should always be
bred with the goal of achieving success in at
least one of these areas, and not for sale to
the pet market alone.
Members should endeavor to stay current
in their knowledge of genetic problems present in the breed, should utilize available
testing procedures to detect serious genetic
defects in their breeding stock, and should
refrain from breeding any dog that either displays or is known to carry these defects.
Should a Whippet that is already well into its
breeding career be found to carry a serious
defect affecting either longevity, overall quality of life or fecundity, the owner should notify other breeders with closely related animals, and shall be honest about the potential
problem with prospective buyers of breeding
stock or stud service. The breeder shall do
everything possible to minimize the spread of
the defect to the breed as a whole.
Ideally, a bitch's breeding career should
begin no sooner than her second season
(unless she is slow to reach sexual maturity
and is over two years on her first season)
and should end by her ninth year.
Stud dog owners should exercise great care
when accepting bitches for breeding, with an
aim not only to maximize the potential quality of the resulting litter, but with assurances
that the puppies will be properly maintained
and eventually appropriately placed.
Members should not undertake the breeding of a bitch unless they are prepared to
keep the resultant puppies, however long it
takes until each is properly placed. All breeders shall accept the responsibility for each
Whippet bred by them for its lifetime. Should
a Whippet of their breeding turn up in a res-
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cue situation, each member should do
whatever is necessary to ensure the welfare
of the dog, either retrieving the dog personally or assisting rescue in every way possible.
3. Maintenance and Sales
All puppies and adult Whippets should be
maintained in a suitably clean and healthy
environment, with proper socialization and
exercise of primary importance.
No member of this club shall engage in
the wholesaling of litters of Whippet puppies, or the sale of breeding stock or individuals to pet shops or other commercial
means of distribution.
Whippets shall never be supplied for raffles
or lotteries.
Any puppy or adult Whippet offered for
sale shall be healthy and free of communicable diseases, up to date on appropriate
vaccinations, and accompanied by complete
and accurate records.
A puppy or adult showing a disqualifying
fault, as described in the Standard, or other
faults such as cryptorchidism, unstable
temperament, or other problems that the
breeder considers unacceptable for breeding stock, should be sold with limited registration papers with the understanding that
the dog should be neutered. This should be
clearly understood by the buyer and the
breeder should have a signed statement to
that effect.
All other puppies or adults offered for sale
shall be registered, or eligible for registration, and the breeder or owner of the dog
shall be in full accordance with the rules of
the American Kennel Club regarding record
keeping, registration, sale, and transfer of
dogs.
CONDUCT:
Members shall demonstrate tolerance and
regard for each other, a genuine desire to
work together for the good of the breed,
and an interest in sharing experience and
knowledge, not only with established fanciers, but especially with newcomers. No
member shall malign his competition by
making false or misleading statements regarding a competitor's dog, breeding practices, or person.
4
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No member shall engage in false or misleading advertising or other misrepresentation
of his Whippets. Each member shall state or
publish only those facts, records, or claims
which are demonstrably true, and each member shall bear the responsibility as to the accuracy of any information supplied for publication.
Each member shall present his Whippet for
competition or exhibition in proper condition
and free from infectious diseases and shall see
to it that it is properly attended to during and
following the event, ensuring its health and
well being.
Each member at any competitive event shall
conduct himself with consistent good sportsmanship, treating all present, including competitors, judges, officials and spectators, with
respect and courtesy.
Each member shall take all appropriate
measures necessary to assist any Whippet in
distress in any circumstances.
No member shall have surgery performed
on any Whippet to alter cosmetic features (as
mentioned In the AKC Policy Manual, Section
XII Change In Appearance) to serve the purposes of exhibition.
No member shall knowingly provide breeding stock or breeding services to anyone who
has violated any of the principles set forth In
the Code of Ethics.
CONCLUSION:
Nothing in this Code of Ethics should be
construed to be in violation of the rules and
regulations of the American Kennel Club or
the Constitution and By-Laws of the American
Whippet Club.
Each individual applying for membership
shall receive a copy of this Code of Ethics and,
in joining the American Whippet Club, thereby
signifies acceptance of the Code in its entirety.
Any documented violation of the Code shall be
dealt with as provided for in the By-Laws,
Section IV Discipline.
Each member of the club has accepted the
responsibility to protect the interests of the
breed by conducting himself in a manner designed to reflect credit on himself, the Whippet breed, and the on the American Whippet
Club.

In memory of
MaryJane Frank,
Frankly Whippets
11.28.39 - 08.13.10

You might have met her first on
the internet, as I did. She was a
prolific contributor to many discussion lists, Whippet-L, Gazehound-L,
Racing-L, The Literate Canine
(TLC), and VetMed, among others.
She made me wonder who she
was, this faceless correspondent who shared lyrics to
songs, stanzas of poetry, references to historical events,
book reports, recipes for southern cooking, pedigrees and
memories of dog shows from decades past, all with a clarity that could be only be labeled as eidetic memory.
If you called her to make arrangements to meet up at a
dog event, her gravelly voice and deep southern drawl
would wash over you, leaving you convinced that you were
about to meet a true original. And that, my friends, would
be putting it mildly.
She’d tell you to meet her there, saying, “You can’t miss
me. I’ll be the one wearing the Minnie Pearl straw hat.”
And you’d have no trouble spotting her. True to her word,
she’d be out in her big straw hat, complete with dangling
tag, just waiting to talk Whippets, pedigrees, recipes, or
summer reading lists. And chances are, she’d have a brown
bag lunch waiting for you in her cooler.
The daughter of well-known haberdasher, Joseph Frank,
and his wife, Mary Sue, MaryJane Frank grew up in the
family home on Woodmont Circle in Nashville, Tennessee.
As a teen, MJ worked in her father’s business, Frank &
Sons, at 209 Sixth Avenue North where she learned the ins
-and-outs of running a business. Frank & Sons clothiers
sold quality clothing to high-end clients, many in the recording industry. Some Frank & Sons products are still displayed in the Hank Williams Museum in Montgomery, AL.
(http://www.thehankwilliamsmuseum.com/mtour.htm )
Although Frank & Sons closed many years ago, the building
in which the business was located still bears her father’s
name. (http://www.workgreer.com/aboutus/ourhome.htm)
Her family worshipped at the Temple Congregation Ohabai
Sholom in Nashville, where her parents were members.
MJ was raised in the south, born in an age when society
was more formal and well-mannered. She was the closest
thing to a southern belle that I have ever known. She had
that uniquely southern attribute of being able to inflect the
phrase "Bless your heart" with many meanings, making her
meaning entirely clear, without further explanation.
As a college student, MJ worked as a sales clerk in a record
store and had many great stories about people who
shopped there. One of my favorites was about people who
came in to purchase a particular album, considered so racy

in its day that men blushed when asking for it: Herb Alpert & the Tijuana Brass: Whipped Cream and Other Delights. This tickled my funny bone, as I remember sneaking a peek at the cover art as a kid.
http://tralfaz-archives.com/coverart/A/Alpert/herb_alpert.html It
seems pretty tame these days.
MaryJane graduated from renowned Vanderbilt University
in Nashville, TN with a Master’s degree in Education and
made a career teaching English Literature. (http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vanderbilt_University )
As breeder of approximately a dozen litters of Frankly
Whippets from 1967 to 1984, MaryJane enjoyed some
success in the show ring. She was the self-described
“worst handler on earth”. It was her belief that if her
dogs happened to win, they would have to be exceptional to overcome the handicap of her incompetent handling. One of her most interesting stories was one of
whelping a litter of Whippets during the riots following
the assassination of Martin Luther King in 1968, with a
shotgun by her side. It was a terrifying tale, rivaled only
by the burning of Atlanta in “Gone with the Wind”, lacking only the crying Prissie, “I don't know nothin' 'bout
birthin' babies, Miss MaryJane!”
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TUYXCBDyXeg
MaryJane’s dogs were incorporated into several wellknown breeder’s programs and still appear in 5 generation pedigrees of dogs who are competing today in the
ring, on the coursing field and on the race track. MJ was
a great fan of the multipurpose whippet, as evidenced by
the success of her own breedings and her interest in
many of the dogs from race and show breedings in recent years.
She moved around a lot, sometimes staying with dear
friends Louise Little and Maxine Bullock at Old Oaks Farm
in Georgia. Other times, she was employed as nursing
home care or a live-in companion, most recently caring
for Lynne McGowan’s father, Francis Selby, in Delaware,
until his death in 2004. Eventually, she settled in Eugene,
Oregon where she found a niche for herself as on-site
property manager for Hosanna/Novack Properties. It was
fortuitous that the 2008 AWC Whippet National was held
Eugene. If you attended, you may have had the pleasure
of seeing MaryJane at that event.
MaryJane loved many things…Whippets, of course, but
so much more: cats, books, Laurel Burch artwork, ballet
(Baryshnikov and Nureyev, in particular), the music of
her era and more contemporary works, poetry, classic
literature, the lyrics of Tom Lehrer, history, Harry Potter,
the Olympics (especially The Flying Tomato), and the
internet. Her interests were incredibly diverse.
A talented artist with a needle, MJ created works of embroidery that are cherished by people who were lucky
enough to acquire them. She was also an accomplished
The Whippet News  August 2010
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storyteller, with a talent for capturing the attention of her
audience, to surprise and delight with the dénouement of
every tale, a skill learned during her time in the theater
in college, no doubt.
Although she was a devotee of television shows that featured famous chefs, she was an accomplished cook in her
own right. She loved to plan parties for friends and
neighbors for festive occasions, her most recent being an
“unretirement party” for a favored co-worker several
weeks ago. In fact, in the hours since her passing, the
number of people who have raved about her cooking has
been impressive. She was known for her roasted leg of
lamb, meat loaf, creative chicken recipes and of course,
her chicken soup, a guaranteed cure-all for colds and flu.
Her artistry with pork roasts and bacon was spectacular.
There was always corned beef and cabbage for St.
Patrick’s Day and Hoppin’ John for Easter. She had killer
dessert recipes, including a fabulous Christmas almond
cake. My personal favorite was sausage & cheese biscuits, best enjoyed for brunch at race meets. One
particular accolade from a friend stood out among the
rest: Her cheese grits were so good, they’d make you
slap your mama.
Her most recent accomplishment, something she had
been trying to achieve for years, was bringing a Stargazer lily into bloom in her garden. http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lilium_%22Stargazer%22 It
brought her great joy, in the weeks before she passed, to
sit on her garden swing and view the brilliant pink and
white blossoms while inhaling their fragrant perfume on
the evening air.
Perhaps it was her upbringing that made her generous to
a fault and fiercely loyal to people who treated her with
kindness. Or perhaps life experiences forged those qualities. Either way, MaryJane was a decent, honest person
with a keen sense of fairness, qualities I very much admired. She was a generous mentor, sharing her values
with people around her, along with her considerable historical perspective. Many people were blessed to receive
her support in starting their careers as exhibitors and/or
breeders in dogs. I like to think the Whippet fancy is better, stronger, and more welcoming for having had MaryJane as a member for over 50 years.
Sadly, MaryJane received news that she was terminally ill
with lung cancer on Sunday, August 8th. Hospice care
began the next day, in her home. She was made comfortable by friends who attended her every need —
neighbors Scott and Alicia, and employers Tom & Tina
Novack. She was blessed to have inspired such loyalty in
the people around her.
To speak with her on the phone, you never would have
guessed she was ill. I spoke with her daily upon her diagnosis. She told me that she was most grateful that her

6
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body gave out before her mind. On the last day of her
life, she had her long, thick hair, grown beyond waist
length, cut to donate to Locks of Love (http://
www.locksoflove.org/ ). That evening, she gave me
a long list of people to notify regarding her illness. The
next morning, five days after her illness had been diagnosed, I received word that she had passed in her sleep.
Andreason’s Funeral Home has care of her arrangements
and has posted an obituary to their website at
http://www.andreasons.com/2010/08/maryjane-frank/
Please feel free to leave condolence messages there to
share with those that MJ has left behind: friends, family,
neighbors, co-workers and peers in the Whippet community.
MaryJane will be laid to rest at Domino Whippets in Coventry, CT where she had asked to have her remains interred beside those of her old friend, Wheatland Bengal.
Friends will gather there with their Whippets to hold a
celebration of her life.
Because she savored the arrival of every Whippet News
Annual and enjoyed helping friends plan their advertisements, there are plans to submit an advertisement in her
memory for the 2010 edition. Friends who would like to
be listed therein and/or contribute photos, memories, or
funds for this purpose may contact Donna Miner, 15
Joshua Lane, Coventry, CT 06238 or
Dominodogs@charter.net
For those who are so inclined, donations to the Whippet
Health Foundation would be another wonderful way to
remember MaryJane. Whippet Health Foundation, Inc.,
Susan Bolduc, Treasurer, Box 598, Miner Road, Otis, MA
01253-0598 (http://www.whippethealth.org )
In memory of her gentle soul and the joy with which she
lived her life, please join us in lighting a candle in her
memory on September 1st at 7PM.
As it was MaryJane’s habit have the final word in most
discussions, I will close with the Dorothy Parker quote at
the bottom of each of her e-mail communications and
invite you all to “Be curious” in honor of having known
her.
"The cure for boredom is curiosity.
There is no cure for curiosity."
Donna Miner
Domino Whippets
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april 1 thru april 9

marriott griffin gate resort
newtown pike • lexington, kentucky
group: american whippet club national specialty
thru marroitt reservations – 800.727.7468
regular, king or double rooms 109.00, one to four folks
concierge level 139.00 – no dogs in these please
for info:
contact jan swayze curry, chair • whippet@duo-county.com
270.378.3252 • 270.378.4699 • cell 270.250.3199
look for website info thru awc 2011 specialty
just a few important answers to your questions:
huge grass areas • beautiful ball room • spacious well-appointed rooms
UK green space with walking paths & dog parks directly across the street
visit kentucky horse park – say hello to CIGAR!
go to Keeneland Racetrack
or just look at

whippetswhippetswhippetswhippetswhippetswhippetswhippets
& more WHIPPETS!!!!!!
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BO-BETT FINISHES ANOTHER
PROMISING 9 MONTH OLD PUP!

Ch. Bo-Bett’s
Speed Demon
(Ch. Bo-Bett’s High Speed Chase
x Cariad’s Trivial Pursuit)

With 5 Group Placements in
Top Competition, “Demon”
caught the eye of 5 Prominent
Group Judges - Patricia
Mowbray-Morgan, Frank
Sabella, Anne Savory Bolus,
Douglas Johnson and
James Frederiksen.
Carol A. Harris
Bo-Bett Farm
7255 W. Hwy 329
Reddick, FL 32686
352-591-1020
charris75@aol.com

We wish to thank each one
very much.

My dogs are presented by Justin Smithey.

V

No. 1 Male aNd a Top 5
WhippeT* aT 22 MoNThs old

SBIS GCh. Counterpoint Painted by Bohem
(Ch. Bohem Bon Vivant x Can. Ch. Counterpoint Winning Colors)
*AKC breed stats through July 31

Viggo
...and TWo NaTioNal ClUB
WiNs iN JUlY!
July 30, 2010

Best of Breed over America’s top competition

american Whippet Club – Western specialty
Breeder/Judge Allan Pepper (Canada)

July 18, 2010
Group First

del Monte Kennel Club
Judge James White

July 10, 2010
Group Third

santa Maria Kennel Club (2,995 entries)
Judge Claire Steidel

July 2, 2010

Winners Dog & Best of Opposite Sex in Canada’s top competition
National Whippet Club of Canada – National specialty
Breeder/Judge Thomas Münch (Germany)

“Viggo” is owned by Scott Mazer • scott.mazer@gmail.com • Los Angeles, CA
Co-owned by: Bo Bengtson Bred by: John Ross & Trudy Taphorn
Handled by: Paul Lepiane

The Old Girls Have Still Got it…
Western Washington Whippet Specialty, August 7, 2010
Am/Can Select Ch. Tivio’s Soiree
(Am/Can Ch. Redglen Sharp Dressed Man x MSBIS Am/Can Ch. Tivio’s Allure, ROMX)

Best Veteran, Award of Merit and Bitch Select award from 10-12 class – Judge Betty Stites

Ch. Tivio’s Exotic Wood
(Am/Can SBIS Ch. Red Cloud Quintessence, ROMX x Am/Can Ch. Tivio’s Sagehill Dancer, ROMX)

Best Veteran in Sweepstakes from 12 & over class – Judge Dr. Todd Miller
Pictured with Owner/Handler – Cheryl Adams
Tivio Whippets

www.tivio-whippets.com

tivio@msn.com

THE ALL-TIME TOP WINNING
WHIPPET BITCH
There has been some recent discussion about
what the all-time top show record for a Whippet bitch in AKC competition might be. I suppose this must be primarily because two
bitches, Ch. Starline’s Chanel and Ch. Sporting
Fields Bahama Sands, may recently have
eclipsed or surpassed the long established record set in the 1940s by Ch. Flornell Glamorous.
The problem is that wins from the 1940s are
not easy to verify. In one article written, I
think, for the AKC Kennel Gazette (as the AKC
Gazette was then named) in the mid-1960s,
the usually reliable journalist Walter Fletcher
wrote a profile of the Mardormere kennel that
owned Glamorous. According to this article,
“Mardormere’s first Whippet was Ch. Flornell
Glamorous and she proved one of the greatest
of the many hundreds the kennel has owned.
She was best in show 32 times and has been
the foundation bitch for Mardormere.”
Much of this is either incorrect or at least arguable. Mardormere had several Whippets before
Percy Roberts imported Glamorous in 1939,
including another imported BIS winner, Ch.
Lady Bibi, and even owned a champion from
what would later become their archrival at the
shows, the Meander kennel. Glamorous can
also hardly be said to have been a foundation
bitch for Mardormere: I remember Mrs. Wear
saying she didn’t think Glamorous produced
any offspring at all. She in fact had at least
four litters and one of her puppies became a
champion, but she was not an important brood
bitch and is not easy to find in later pedigrees.
As for winning, the exact figures may never be
known, but it’s impossible to believe Glamorous won as many as 32 BIS. She certainly won
a lot: in 1941, 1942 and 1943 she took home a
recorded 7, 6 and 6 all-breeds BIS, respectively. Those figures may not sound as impressive now as they were then, when there were
only about 200 AKC all-breed shows per year,
compared to over 1,500 last year, and dogs
weren’t campaigned nearly as heavily then as
they can be now. There was no official “Top

Dog” competition in those days either and
no point systems, but according to the
available sources — old issues of the AKC
Kennel Gazette and Popular Dogs — it’s
safe to say that Glamorous was among the
top half dozen winners of all breeds for
those three years, and top Hound for two
of them.
So did Glamorous win “only” 19 BIS? Well,
she won at least one more in 1940, I have
seen her listed with 21 BIS, and whether
she won any more is probably now impossible to tell for the simple reason that AKC
didn’t necessarily record BIS wins in those
years. The number of BIS wins recorded in
a year was always less than the number of
all-breed shows held… which of course
means that some BIS wins will probably
forever be lost to history.
It’s difficult to believe that a full dozen of
Glamorous’ wins could have gone unrecorded, however. Perhaps she won some
BIS in Canada, although that’s never mentioned. No specialty wins could have been
included in the BIS total, since there was
only one Whippet specialty per year then,
and Glamorous didn’t win any of those.
And she can’t have won BIS in England before coming to the U.S., because she was a
5-month old puppy when she arrived, too
young to have been shown. (As a side
note, it’s interesting to realize that Glamorous was originally registered in England as
Tiptree Honey; when she was imported to
the U.S. her name was officially changed to
Flornell Glamorous, as was still possible in
those days.)
In the article about Mardormere, Mr.
Fletcher also mentions that Mardormere’s
later import Ch. Laguna Lucky Lad was BIS
at only his second show in the U.S., before
he was even a champion, and that he
“went all the way to the top fifteen times.”
That also sounds like an inflated figure: I
have been able to verify “only” nine of
those BIS, and in his time, the late 1950s,
the records are usually a little more complete. Lucky Lad, of course, was the first
Whippet to win the Hound group at Westminster and, unlike Glamorous, became an
The Whippet News  August 2010
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important sire for Mardormere, with at least
11 champions to his credit, although never
available at stud outside his home kennel.
(Lucky Lad, for the record, was litter brother
of Laguna Lunette, dam of my own early import Ch. Laguna Leader.)
My best guess is that Mr. Fletcher got
his figures wrong. Who doesn’t, on occasion?
We’ll probably never know for certain. Mr.
Fletcher was a wonderful writer and penned
annual reports from Westminster for at least
40 consecutive yers; he died at 93 in 2000,
having written about dogs for the New York
Times for 60 years. Possibly he was given
the wrong information at the time, but the
fact remains that it’s risky to trust information published in ads and editorials (and now
on the Internet) unless the facts are
checked.
It’s just too bad that, at least in this
case, we will probably never get complete
figures.

AWC Top Twenty
January 1 to JULY 23, 2010
Listed in alphabetical order

Ch. Andauer Porsche Carrera GT
Ch. Bohem Bianca Of Jubilee
Ch. Bretica Man With The Big Cigar
GCh.Ch. Counterpoint Painted By Bohem
Ch. Cove Creek Minuette
GCh. Ch. Festiva’s Lucy Is Fashionable Late
Ch. Harmony’s Van Gogh
Ch. Kamada’s Happy Hour
Ch. Kamada’s Instant Millioniare
Ch. Karasar’s Jackpot RN SC
GCh. Ch. Karasar’s Par Excellence
GCh. Ch. Nysa Hill Serendipity
Ch. Oxford Sunbeam Sleepless In Seattle
Ch. Redglen Ring of Fire
Ch. Rideout’s I Saw You First
Ch. Runner’s Call To Arms
GCh. Ch. Sonsteby’s In A Pickle
GCh. Ch. Sporting Fields Bahama Sands*
Ch. Sporting Fields Tiger Lily
GCh. Ch. Starline’s Chanel
Ch. Talk Of The Nation de Sud
Ch. Winway Redford With A Splash
* Past winner/ineligible

BO BENGTSON
P.S. For the record, the bitches who
came closest to Glamorous’ record, all in
fairly recent years, were Ch. Eclipse Envy O
Sportingfield (18 BIS), Ch. Tivio’s Fallingwater (17 BIS), Ch Bo-Bett’s Snow Bunny (16
BIS), Ch. Watch Me True At First Light (16
BIS each), Ch. Starline’s Sweet Sensation
(15 BIS) and Ch. Brushwood Moxi of Endeavor (15 BIS). All this refers to AKC allbreed wins only.
The number of BIS won by the two
current top campaigners, Chanel and Ch.
Sporting Field’s Bahama Sands, may vary
from week to week, but both will probably
exceed Glamorous’ record — if they haven’t
already done so.
The all-time Whippet breed record is,
of course, still held by a male, Ch. Sporting
Fields Clansman, who won 58 (or possibly
59) all-breed BIS at AKC shows in the
1980s.
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WHIPPET HEALTH FOUNDATION
Thank you to our WHF Donors:
PHAST on behalf of member Karen Lee,
$875.00
Jodi Ellison in memory of CH Fantasy's
Divine Decadence CD, SC, NA, NAJ,
LCM2, CAVX, CGC "Wyatt", $25.00

Of Interest To The Readers Of
The AWC Newsletter:
Myself and my husband and our kennel are featured in the latest issue of Purina's Todays Breeder
Magazine, Issue #71. This is a interview about our
5 generations of Multiple Best in Show Winning
Whippets and our history in the breed. It was
quite a honor to be interviewed and the author
spent two days at our home taking pictures and
interviewing us.
Thank you,
Kerrie Kuper
Karasar Whippets since 1967

Lina

MBIS Ch Cove Creek’s Minuette
(Ch Abelaim Kodak Moments x Ch Cove Creek’s Spanish Dancer)
Congratulations to Lina for winning another Best in Show at the
Hawkeye KC show. In limited showing, our elegant Lina continues
to excel in the show ring with her superior presence and
outstanding qualities. Thank you to Judges Mr. William Usherwood
and Mrs. Francine Schwartz for this very special win.
Owner:
Nate Slauson

Breeder:
Dennis L. Seiler
www.covecreekwhippets.com

Handler:
Barb Wayne

WRAP Report: A Pair of Older Boys
By Brigitte Greenberg

Rocky and Devo

Whippet Rescue and Placement (WRAP)
Regional Adviser Lori Nelson says Rocky and
Devo don't act their age, that they're energetic
and playful and love nothing more than to run
around with squeaky toys. Never mind that they
turned 12 and 10 years old respectively in June.
Nelson says they are happy and healthy and still
have much love to give to the lucky person who
gets them.
“They have the attitudes of youngsters and
the manners of well adjusted adults,” Nelson
said. “They are active, healthy and bullet proof
dogs!”
Rocky and Devo first came into WRAP about a
year ago. A young woman had them since they
were youngsters but married, had children and
became pregnant again, and could no longer
cope with the crush of it all. She gave up “the
boys” who are good with children. The boys
were subsequently adopted by a woman with a
Rescue Greyhound and they had been living
with her up until recently. However, the woman
lost her job due to the economy, has been
unable to find work and is now moving in with a
relative in another state.
Rocky, a fawn brindle and white part-color,
and Devo, a cream with dark pigment, have
always been together and should remain so,
Nelson said. “They are a matched set” she said.
Though bonded to one another, they also adore
people, she said, and are very affectionate.
Rocky, the older of the two, is actually the one
who is more active, Nelson said. She describes
him as a character who will jump into your arms
or through them like a hoop. Devo is a bit
quieter, she said, but they both play with
stuffed toys and play tug of war and chase each
other. She said Rocky will get into the trash if
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it's left out and will use his paws like a monkey to
grab food on a countertop.
“Both boys are very sweet, loving dogs. They
are housebroken, dog door-trained, crate-trained,
and perfect gentlemen. They are leash-trained,
love riding in the car, going for walks and are great
with other dogs and people” Nelson said. They
also know a number of commands including “roll
over” and “shake hands”. Nelson said some
potential adopters might be concerned about their
ages but she said that needn't be the case. “They
act like youngsters and love to play and romp and I remind folks I still have a healthy, 17 year
old permanent foster - so there is a lot of life and
love for these boys to give!”
For information on how you or someone you
know can adopt the boys or other Whippets in the
Rescue program, please visit the WRAP website at
www.whippet-rescue.com, where you will find a list
of Whippets who need homes. If you cannot adopt,
please consider making a donation to WRAP.
Donations may be mailed to WRAP Treasurer Jean
Schroeder at 17502 S. 750 W. Wanatah, IN 46390.
Adoptions for the month: Patricia and John
Secor of CA adopted Cruez; David Brugger of OR
adopted Tiger Lily; Brad Empey of OR adopted
Tess/Izzy; Douglas Froman of OR adopted Mollie;
Jason and Erin Krumins of MD adopted Domino/
Jet; Lee Ann Grammer of FL adopted Whinnie;
David and Cheri Eichen of LA adopted Devon; Dr.
John Shontz of NC adopted Tasha.
Thank you to the following people for making
donations: Bronwyn Cooke $100 for Jenny's care;
Joseph and Mary Haddock $50 in loving memory of
"Caroline" Can. Ch. Whippoorwill Clueless April 3,
1998 to June 29, 2010; Bruce Czarnecki, Reggie
Tierney and Pete Bothner $100 in memory of
Token who crossed the rainbow bridge in June.

Devo

Rocky

Charlemagne Jomyr Vanilla Sky
(MSBIS NSBOS Am/Can Ch. Red Cloud Quintessence x BIS SBIS Ch. Moongaze Jomyr Some Splainin Ta Do)

Thunder—the first Luna x Russell puppy to be pointed. His first
week-end out at 8 months of age, he was WD and BOS both days.
Shown winning under Breeder/Judge Jamie Souza-Bartlette.

Owned by:
Nathan Slauson
Home of “Lina”, MBIS
Ch. Cove Creek Minuette

Breeders:
Barbara Wayne
Dr. Todd Miller
Co-owned by:
Barbara Wayne

SIGHTHOUND SCANDAL!!!
By Peter Belmont, Jr.
So many who participate in the dog fancy have maintained positive goals throughout their dog careers right
from the beginning. Club members/officers, handlers,
breeders, and exhibitors work diligently toward decent,
appropriate, and respectable goals but sometimes
THINGS CHANGE and become ugly.
People change and priorities become distorted.
Goals, circumstances, and conditions sometimes evolve
into situations immeasurably different than what they
originally were. I am sorry to report disgraceful scandals do occur in the dog fancy and one such occurrence
has recently been placed before us. I want to elaborate on this here as some of my readers may have
heard fragments of the situation.
This appalling situation has brought great dishonor to
the entire dog fancy since the person responsible was
not a novice but a very accomplished individual. The
dreadful situation has dominated the internet and has
kept all who have been trying to help very busy. Unfortunately, and as expected, it has also provided the
needed gasoline for the typists and telephone addicts in
the dog fancy to spread the dirt. The assessments,
reasons, solutions, opinions, and unfortunately, embellishments adding to the gossip sessions have become
outrageous. Most of this accomplishes nothing more
than satisfying the need for revenge or punishment
from the comfort of one’s couch. It is so easy to cast
blame from the mouth and do nothing.
It was discovered that a noted and quite accomplished Afghan Hound breeder/exhibitor was housing
an unbelievably large number of dogs in deplorable
conditions. The highly neglected dogs, some near
death (a few were found dead at the time of the rescue), were living in disgraceful conditions in her residence.
Astute professional handlers Lisa Bettis and Ryan
Wolfe discovered and successfully rescued all of the
dogs from the owner’s Midwest residence. Unquestionably, the persons responsible for this insane atrocity should not go unpunished but I have to center my
thinking here on two more important concerns:
WHY? and PREVENTION!
After careful analysis, I can honestly say we are ALL
to blame! How do these disgraceful situations begin?
What are the things, events, and causes that lead once
loved, adored, treasured, shown, and advertised purebred dogs to end up in insanely abusive situations?
I will explain. Breeding and showing dogs can and
often does become obsessive. I have started many
novices in the dog fancy and most will simply not listen
when I give them advice regarding consideration of
their limitations. Setting limits can range from financial
capabilities to time restraints to facilities.
Numbers
I see the issue of DOG NUMBERS being CENTRAL TO

THE DOWNHILL SPIRAL that leads to dog neglect and criminal dog abuse. I know, I know,
Americans hate to hear things like NO or YOU
CANNOT or DON’T.
Reasons
This is partly the fault of our elementary
schools, where the fantasy has been stressed
that students can do anything in life they want.
Our schools always neglected to add that you
must also work hard and have the appropriate
potential and resources. Some authorities
seem to think our society is now composed
mainly of individuals who feel they can do, say,
and accomplish anything they want with little
or no potential and with even less effort. I totally agree. I guess this is why it is so easy for
the few who possess it all to skyrocket to the
top. Enough!
The Pattern
As early as mid-stream, most “dog-person”
types have already begun to build their own
prisons and accumulate too many dogs. This is
dangerous on every level. They acquire, buy,
or are given a single dog. They learn the lingo
plus a few other superficialities. They join, they
breed, they show, and they add. They get
hooked. God forbid, they finish a champion, for
then they automatically qualify as an instant
authority. (Regrettably, those who fall into this
category often remain at that level, i.e. a plateau novice.)
The Fix
Given the above pattern, most end up keeping too many dogs. Perhaps this occurs because they like, feel they need, or do not have
the willingness or skills necessary to properly
market what they produce. To add to this,
with the domination of women in the dog
fancy, the influence of the often damaging philosophy that each dog produced is their child,
too many fanciers end up accumulating more
dogs than they can sensibly manage. Once
this dangerous cycle begins it is difficult to alter
or stop. This very situation is one of the reasons the entire purebred dog fancy is in the fix
we are in. It has a negative influence on more
levels than I have time to mention here. I
guess this maternal or possessive way of thinking stems from an immense need to give or the
lack of real love. In any case, it is best to keep
this emotion in perspective. Doing so will help
maximize the enjoyment and rewards we originally set out to accomplish as a goal.
Perspective
If you have dogs they should be part of your
life. You must be the most important thing in
their lives. You cannot keep every dog you
breed. It is counterproductive to become obThe Whippet News  August 2010
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sessed by control and possessiveness. Selling (or giving away) dogs is not a crime. It is the necessary part
of sharing. Share your dogs, your line, and your progress. Branch out. If your dogs are so valuable and
precious to you then others should recognize those
things and want to own one of them. Sell or give
them one. By doing this you may not only make
someone happy, you may possibly gain a new friend
or a supportive comrade. You may even generate income, perhaps much needed income. To share is the
best choice.
The Other Choice
The other choice is less rewarding and damaging. It
is dog and self-imprisonment by keeping too many
dogs for whatever reasons. Do as I say or enslave
yourself and your dogs into the prison you have built
by accumulating large numbers you cannot enjoy or
properly care for.
Neglect
The resulting gross neglect is precisely the spark
needed to ignite the bonfire PETA, HSUS, and the Animal Rights groups hunger to feed on. A dog overload
will definitely give all of these groups a valid reason to
investigate and raid you. Are you a rescue situation
waiting to happen? I can list many situations I know
of, off hand, right now, that ARE!
Original Purpose
One of the main reasons I stress number awareness
is the subject of original priorities. Didn’t we all get a
dog in the first place because we were attracted to
and loved them, and perhaps wanted to create a more
beautiful and perfect one? Wasn’t the main reason for
each to appreciate and enjoy the other? How can
each enjoy the existence of the others under overload
stress, neglect, abuse, and filth? Any child would realize that animals kept in senseless numbers are physically unfit, unhappy, and unhealthy.
Single
With a great majority of exhibitors being single,
many cannot even get away to a dog show because
spare money is needed for the maintenance of large
numbers rather than for show expenses. The other
problem is that they have nobody willing to take care
of the dogs while they are at shows. In essence, that
individual, again, is sentenced to their own prison.
The outcome? Burn out! The work and sacrifices
soon outweigh the rewards and on all levels, BIG trouble is on the horizon. The enjoyment soon turns into
one big unwanted chore. Often the work and responsibilities become overpowering and they just throw in
the towel and want out of dogs…instantly. Coupled
with under recognition or appreciation by peers, the
tremendous jealousies, problems, and petty issues
dished out by others in the dog fancy, this situation is
not difficult to understand. Bitter exit resentment,
abandonment, neglect, and rescue may result. Sadly,
because of the aforementioned pressures, often the
once meticulous care of the dogs turns into criminal
20
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neglect, abusive abandonment, and BAD press
for ALL of us in the dog fancy.
Solutions
I strongly suggest parent clubs require periodic and unannounced inspections of all members and NOT conducted by their friends. Initial
membership requirements for individuals drastically change many times as time progresses.
The years lapse and members age as their lives
change.
Inter-peer attitudes must change. Are we supposed to COMPETE or COOPERATE? Most in the
fancy are confused here. More on this at another time, but briefly, say something nice to
one another! Learn to appreciate what another
person, breeder, or exhibitor is doing. Change
YOUR attitude. You may be responsible for helping to keep another person in dogs.
Marketability
Getting back to marketability… This too has
been established by the fancy as a confusing
and dirty subject, but we had all better wake
up. In order to become a successful breeder
one must reach or attract a market for what
they produce. One cannot keep every dog produced. There is no better proof of the quality of
a product (forgive me for referring to a dog as a
product, but if you are an active, successful
breeder, they ARE) than in the marketplace. If
your market is slim or zilch, produce a better
product. If you cannot, then seek your own
market. Use the internet, local or out of town
newspaper ads, or club bulletins. If it takes writing on a cardboard sign nailed to the wall at
Petsmart or Petco, do it! It seems to be working
for mixed breeds and it can work for your finely
bred pedigree. The secrets to prevention are
simple. Keep your criticisms down and positive
and honest advice to others up. Stay focused
on your original goals, but more importantly, it
is essential to keep your numbers down unless
you have the time, help, space, facilities, and
finances most of us do not have, but then, I am
just trying to keep all of this IN SIGHT.
Reprinted with permission, originally published in the
August 2010 Sight And Scent magazine.

AWC Board of Directors
President Russ McFadden...505-753-6782 rlmcfadden@valornet.com
Vice President Connie Brunkow...217-431-8972 cbrunkow@dacc.edu
Secretary Cindy Scott…719-594-9974 brookwood22@comcast.net
Treasurer David Samuelson...651-454-4174 samuelsond@aol.com
Board Members:
Lisa Costello...815-695-1930 mtncow@earthlink.net
Henry Heil...619-445-1777 henry@maverickranch.net
Christine Hopperstad...206-322-5872 cah@gte.net
Donna Lynch...508-636-0705 ddlhamrya@aol.com
Kay Nierengarten…218-729-8003 kay@northwindcatalog.com

Snow Hill Beatrix Soul Delight, JC
(Ch. Crossing The Rubicon De Sud, SC x Ch. Snow Hill Mind, Body & Soul, JC)

“Miss
Trixie
Delight”

Thank you to Judge Joan P. Anselm
for this lovely major win!
Kennel Club of Texarkana, Texarkana, AR
June 20, 2010

Owner & Handler: William Dvorak
Breeder/Co-Owner: Susanne Hughes, DVM | Snow Hill Whippets

Presentation of Sporting Field Whippets
much more to admire about Debbie. Her generosity,
her knowledge, her sense of humour. She sticks to
her promises and she stands up for her beliefs, even
in a gale. As we all know great success in the show
ring is not the best way to become popular and
Debbie has experienced some hard times.
Debbie has visited me in Sweden on several
occasions. In 2002, she kindly offered me Jazz Fest
for a year and she came over the Atlantic to handle
him to Best Veteran in Show at the Skokloster
Sighthound Summer Show. When seeing Debbie
and ”Rory” move round the huge ring most Swedish

Introduction by Nenne Runsten, Sweden:
As I’m one of Debbie Butt’s great admirers it was
with pleasure I agreed to write a few words about
her in connection with this very interesting interview.
I first met Debbie in 1991 at my first ever American
Whippet National Specialty. Anne Rogers Clark had
her typical impressive command of the ring and
her choice for Best In Show was Ch Sporting Fields
Kinsman. In spite of all the excitement Debbie had
time for me and that was the start of our long and

Sighthound people lost their breath. I lost my
breath and couldn’t help crying when I saw ”Rory”
win the Veteran Sweepstakes at the National in
2006. 12 years old he was moving around the ring
as easily and happily as ever. Will there ever be an
all-round Whippet to match Jazz Fest? Will there
ever be an all-round Whippet personality to match
Debbie Butt? - wonders Nenne Runsten (Airescot
Scottish Deerhounds, Whippets and nowadays
Affenpinschers)

deep friendship. I became a regular visitor at the
hospitable Sporting Field kennels. On such a visit
in the autumn of 1994 I fell in love with the then 7
months old S.F. Irish Mist. We agreed that if he lived
up to his early promise Debbie would let me take
him to Scandinavia after the National in 1995. In the
evening before that show Debbie asked me to give
Irish a bath. I was afraid that his beautiful make-up
would vanish, but it didn’t! That was how he was
made, and he passed on his lovely pigmentation
and his super temperament to his progeny in
Scandinavia. Debbie loves not only her dogs but all
her animals, and they love her just as much. When
Debbie was visiting a Sighthound show in Sweden
and hadn’t met Irish Mist for years he went crazy

Debbie Butt with Jazz Fest in Sweden in 2002 (picture Pekka

for joy when he just happened to hear her voice!

Nykopp)

This reciprocal love must be one of the keys to her
great handling skill. She gets the most and best out
of every dog she gets in her hands. But there is so

Wendy Gay, Grand Prix, interviewed Debbie
Butt, and Amanda Giles contributed.

NAME THE DOGS THAT HAD THE GREATEST
IMPACT ON THE SPORTING FIELD WHIPPET
BREEDING PROGRAM AND WHY.
Ch Sporting Fields Clansman ROM (Buoy; born 1975)
was hit and miss as a stud dog. He was sired by Ch
Charmoll Clansman ROM, who was very correct.
Charmoll Clansman had a beautiful deep body, short
hocks and was sound, sound, sound. Buoy’s mother,
Dadelis Cerulea I never saw, but I was told she was
a very elegant, beautiful American type bitch. Buoy
was very elegant and sound. We wanted a more
consistent stud dog with the look of Buoy. So we
bred Ch Sporting Fields Strider ROMX who was
the product of a half brother half sister breeding on
Ch Sporting Fields Clansman ROM. Strider was a
phenomenal show dog temperament wise and was
very sound, but didn’t have the WOW factor!! He
produced some wonderful show dogs for us: Dual
Ch Sporting Fields Winsome Won and Ch Sporting
Fields Kinsman ROMX to name a few. He was a great
producer for us. Strider would fix temperaments for
3 to 4 generations. We crossed Strider pedigrees to
Oscar (Ch Delacreme de la Renta ROMX) to get that
wow factor!!

Am, Can, Fin, Nor, Swe Ch Sporting Fields Jazz
Fest FC ROMX (Rory) was the complete package.
He was sound, had beautiful bone, he was small (19
½”), absolute correct head and neck, big eyes, lots
of underjaw, short hocks and he had great balance
front and rear. What I mean by that is that his angles
were so correct and matched up perfectly, long
scapula with long upper arm and nice equal angles
in the rear. (I do not advocate over angulation in
the rear, because very few rears that have lots of
angulation will match their fronts.) This is what gave
him his powerful, powerful movement. If I were to
change anything about him, I would give him a little
more tuck-up. However, he was a pain in the neck
show dog!!! He went Best In Show from the puppy
class at his first show. However, the pressure was
too much for him; the applause, the noise, dogs in
front and behind him. I think I just pushed him too
soon. He didn’t understand that my excitement
was a good thing and not fear. I never gave him
a chance to process it all. He would start having
little melt-downs, mentally. People would say, “He’s
such a great show dog!” (If they only knew, I almost
retired him!) But I do think he could have been an
unstoppable show dog! Kathy Rasmussen and her
daughter made him a great show dog later. If I ever
have a dog with that problem again—I will definitely
send it to Kathy.

From the Airescot web site: “Debbie winning BIS with Luke,
and Debbie’s daughter Amanda winning BIS Puppy with
“Rory”, Ch Sportingfields Jazz Fest. This must have happened
in 1995, as Jazz Fest was born in August -94. Now, 15 years
later, Amanda is a beautiful young lady and still an excellent
handler, just like her mother. ”
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WHAT DO YOU NOW LOOK FOR IN A BREED/
SHOW PROSPECT?
Debbie: For me they have to have elegance. I want a
pretty look with a big eye. The eyes are so important
in a sighthound. Plus they have to have that fluid,
balanced movement. If I could put that real pretty
look on the movement of “Brie”, Ch Sporting Fields
Little Black Dress (Sporting Fields New Design x
Ch Sporting Field Dream Of Sicily), you might have
a perfect Whippet. If she was marked like Tawny,
(MBIS, BOB 2010 American National Specialty Ch
Sporting Fields Bahama Sands; Ch Sporting Fields
Live On x Ch Mill Landing’s Bahama Breeze) no one
would ever beat her. To me Brie is the best Whippet
that I’ve ever bred.

Amanda: I’ve had Whippet people tell me, oh, Ch

you know that elegant pose when they stop and

Little Black Dress moves like a German Shepherd. I

stack themselves. It is just weeks of observing in the

said, “NO, SHE CAN MOVE!!!” She not only engages

house and back yard. I watch for the fearless and

her rear, she uses her whole body when she moves.

outgoing personalities and the shy and timid ones

It is effortless. She doesn’t even look like she’s

are off to pet homes.

working. She has to have perfect balance to move
like that.

Sometimes they are not the best puppy in the litter
for my breeding program, but they have that wow

Debbie: There has to be a liveliness to the whole

factor. I like to take a group of puppies out into the

dog. The outline is kept standing and she keeps her

public eye and see who everyone gravitates to. So,

shape on the move! I had a judge tell me that she

we often times sell the showy one to people who

had TOO MUCH sidegait!! Unbelievable!!

want to have fun in the show ring, but keep the
breeding prospect here at home.

“Brie” Ch Sporting Fields Little Black Dress

HOW AND WHEN DO YOU GRADE
YOUR LITTERS?
I like to play this game when they’re born. It is fun
to look at tiny babies for their gifted points; i.e.
arch in the neck, shape of the head, good angles
in the shoulder and rear. I almost like to see them
exaggerated as babies. I love to watch these
stand outs as they grow to see if they turn out
and often times they do. My line tends to lose the
exaggeration as they get older, so it is fun to watch
who blossoms into the dog I thought they would be
in the whelping box.

ANY ADVICE FOR FELLOW AND NEW
WHIPPET BREEDERS?
All I can talk about is what we have done to
strengthen our own line: half brother sister breedings
have worked best for us for strengthening traits we
want. This will also show you if there are major flaws
in your breeding program. Problems will surface from
inbreedings. Sometimes health issues come up, but
I don’t take it personally. It is not always our fault
as breeders; I believe God is in control. I will then
test it by inbreeding on it again to see if we get the
problem magnified. If something bad turns up, then I
know what to stay away from for the future.
Advice for new people or old people—never ever
have a day where you don’t learn something new.
Never assume you know everything. Go in there
with your mind like a sponge. Talk to everyone, pick
their brains, and observe everything. There is always
something new to be learned and somebody always
has something to add. Stay open minded.
New people get really frustrated with dog shows.

We like to observe their movement and foot timing

I know how it feels, because I show sheep and it

from the time they start to use their legs at about

seems the big time sheep people always win. You

8 weeks. I watch for their correct foot falls and

may go to 100 dog shows a year. But remember;

effortless trot. This is not normally when I pick, but

there are probably only 3-4 people whose opinions

knowing from experience, when I see that wow

really matter. Find the people who matter and are

movement and it disappears, I know they will come

respected and show to them. Now you have a reason

back to it again. We take walks out in the fields and

to be disappointed on those days when you don’t

I observe who the boldest puppies are. That’s what

win. All the rest in the middle, use it for training, use

I’m looking for! The ones that take your breath away;

it for experience and make the best of it. If I showed

to Michelle Billings, Frank Sabella or Annie Clarke

it and take it back!! We make it a game for them. We

and I didn’t win, I would be crushed. They are well

do most of our training in the ring and hopefully it’s

respected judges and I love taking new puppies to

not the big shows, like specialties. But I have been

them because, if it is a good one, they will find it.

known to train them in the big venues—that’s where
Bikini and Sands got leash trained: at the shows!

HOW DO YOU FEED, EXERCISE, CONDITION
AND TRAIN?
Training: We don’t train! For puppy conditioning;
we turn the puppies loose, they follow us around
the farm and they get accustomed to following us.
We’ll either bring them to the house or in the kennel
to get treats and we make a big competition out of
hand feeding them. Eventually they learn to stand
and look at you. Carol Parker hand feeds and some
Sheltie people I know do it too. The dogs only get
fed via hand. So, they learn competition with the
baiting. That’s it.

When we do the leash training it’s always on a nylon
choke, down low on their necks. Once they’re pretty
well just going along with us on a dead loose lead
then we’ll move to a Resco. We never let them know
when they are being trained. I believe the key is
not to over train. I tell first time puppy buyers: “Go
find a local mutt if you have to be trained, and take
some handling classes.” Don’t learn how to show
on your 1st show puppy. We do very little training,
very little if any. We take the puppies to the dog
shows and every time we stop and they look up I put
my hands under their neck and rub them and say
“watch, watch”. Put words to it. So any time they get

YOU ARE AN EXTRAORDINARY HANDLER. NO
ONE HAS CONSISTENTLY SUCH EXUBERANT,
CONFIDENT, HAPPY DOGS IN THE RING. I’M
SURE PART OF IT IS BREEDING, BUT THERE’S
MORE TO IT. WHAT IS IT?
Well, it is picking the best, but also breeding for
confidence. Observing and weeding out the nonshow temperaments (i.e. spooky, shy, laid back or
lazy!!) These types go to pet homes, because it
is harder to bring a dog’s energy up than down.
Conventionally with the Whippets, they’re going to
calm down. If you start with one that’s really lazy or
hissy or unhappy, I tend to just pet home them. But I
will go the extra mile if we have an outstanding one
in every other way.
Happy and confident is what I like and then taking
them out in the weather like farm dogs builds their

animated, whether it’s a squirrel or whatever, we put
a word to it. Then we can use it in the ring!
On real nasty, rainy days we go for walks and it is
miserable. We see a lot of wildlife and after a while
they realize wow, this is fun, looking for things to
chase. So we let them off lead to go chase a squirrel
once in a while. Our dogs for the most part will show
in anything. They go out in the paddocks in bad
weather, and it may just be for a little while, but they
learn its fun to go play in the mud or snow!! We just
don’t really make them prissy.
Amanda: I give lots of handling lessons and I
don’t understand why people aren’t doing what I
tell them and then I realize; they just don’t get it.
Mandy in CA has figured out how to get the most
out of a Whippet.

confidence. By the time they go to a show, they’ve

Debbie: Mary Dukes, Mandy Clevenger and Leslie

seen it all; time in the kennel, house time and motor

Potts; they all “get” Whippets. They are a very tough

home rides!! Tons and Tons of different exposures is

breed to show. Many people brag about showing a

the best thing. We also hire neighborhood kids just

Doberman. I’m not impressed with that. Just show

to come and play with the puppies. It is great fun for

a Dobie some food and they are on their toes!!

the puppies and the kids love getting paid for it!

Whippets have to be taught that without letting

We introduce them to the squeaky rat, trying to get
them turned onto it a little tiny bit. We don’t really let
them see it until we’re in the ring and then we throw

them know it. Many people can’t show Whippets,
because they don’t get it. But I think that’s why it’s
an owner handled breed. I would bet that Whippets
have more really truly talented handlers than any

other breed. You can’t just hand off your Whippet
to anyone. So, you’ve got to learn, if you want to be
competitive, you’ve got to do it right.

THOUGHTS ON THE FUTURE OF THE BREED?
Whippet breeders all seem to be doing their own
thing. That’s why we have so many types within our
breed. The thing I liked about breeding Smooth
Fox Terriers was that all the terrier people have a
look in their minds of the perfect outline and it just
never deviates from that. The Whippet people just
haven’t seemed to come up with a type. I mean we
see family types and even that is inconsistent. It is
hard to mentor someone because of the many types
out there right now. I like certain kennels’ dogs for
different reasons, so how do you explain which is
correct to a newcomer? The dogs can be different in
so many areas. It’s difficult.
I also want to talk a little bit about balance. I really

SBIS, BIS, Ch Sporting Field Rock On, “Trent”

ANY STORIES TO SHARE? TRIALS AND
TRIUMPHS?
How do I answer that one? There are so many great
wins! OK, here’s a good story:

start to look at my show prospects in the ring.
Correct balance should have the same amount of
angulation in the front and rear. We are beginning
to see over-angulation in the rear paired with very
straight fronts. I like to take my hands and place
them on the shoulder blades and the hip bones;
when correct they should be at the exact same

One win that was really cool . . . I was in the Best In

level, with the topline in the middle. Hip bones that

Show lineup with Luke, Am, Can Ch Sporting Fields

are ¼ - ½ higher or lower than the shoulder blades

Kinsman ROMX, and I was talking to the person

cause a problem. Usually this means a straight front

behind me. We’re doing the one time around the

combined with an over angulated rear. This is where

ring; she pointed to us and I didn’t see her. But Luke

the overall balance is lost.

knew what to do. He pulled the leash right out of my
hand and went all the way around the ring by himself
as proud as could be. I just walked back and picked
up his lead. The judge gave us Best In Show!!! And
she said “I had to give you best in show, just so I
could ask you how he knew to do that!” And I said
“Repetitiveness”!

I’m not sure a Whippet (or deerhound for that matter)
will ever be a #1 dog in the country, because judges
do not understand a curvy dog and their toplines.
Judges get the flat level topline and that’s always
the #1 dog in the country. I would like more Whippet
breeders to get out there and educate the judges.
As of right now we’re never going to have a top

And the Trial . . . I guess overall, is how alone you

winning Whippet because nobody’s going to agree

are when you become successful. You really find out

on what a great one is. The key traits of a Whippet

who your friends are and who they aren’t. Learning

to me are Pretty, with Elegant Type, Balance, and

to figure things out for yourself. Not gossiping or

a Smooth Outline. So the picture should be: deep

listening to gossip or being a part of that. That is the

chest with a tuckup in the middle, rise over the loin,

hardest part.

curvy, curvy, curvy, with long neck, beautiful head
and eyes, and low hocks.
I also want to say something about toplines. People
have told us that one of our dogs has a little too
much topline or dip behind the shoulders. When

this dog is on the move the topline has give to it,

I see more hitching too! What is this? The breed is

it does not get flat and there is no dip behind the

really having a problem with hitching. You will see

shoulder on the move. When standing and arching

it going around corners once in a while. Now I’m

the neck there is a little dip behind the shoulder at

beginning to see it on the straight away. There is an

times. But yet the topline comes up and I’m not sure

action in the hip, bouncing up and down or rolling

how to get that curveyness without the dip. I don’t

on the down and back?? Is this hip dysplasia coming

think a dip is a bad thing as long as it doesn’t detract

down the pike? I saw this at our National. Something is

from the overall picture. Smooth is better and

not right. I have bred and worked with lots of different

presents a much more pleasing picture. Dogs, in my

breeds and I don’t see it anywhere else? So I am

observation, who have the wide shoulders and a little

puzzled. I think we all need to pay attention to this.

dip have more sidegait. I don’t know why.

I have also mentored many judges coming up who

The picture can be beautiful standing, but Whippets

just don’t get the breed and miss judging proper

are sighthounds and movement is a huge part of who

sidegait. It worries me when I can sit through an

they are. If they can’t lower down and use themselves

entire class of 20 Whippets and don’t have a proper

on the go, the picture falls apart. You have to have

example of a Whippet to point out to them. It is no

both ends of the spectrum (movement and outline)

wonder that they aren’t getting it. There were no

come together. One does not go without the other

correct Whippets to show them! Disappointing.

in our breed.

WHAT ARE YOUR PLANS FOR THE FUTURE?
My future plans are focused on the Border Collie.
After going to our Whippet Nationals for the last
few years I see problems in our breed that worry
and sadden me. I would like to continue helping the
breed. I love the breed, and I don’t need the glory.
I want to see the pretty heads, large eye, body
shape and elegance come back. I see some very
beautiful standing Whippets, but I miss the fluid
open sidegait with proper foot timing. Keeping the
pretty look, shape and elegance and having good
movement is key.
I don’t want to see these long flat greyhoundy
Whippets!! At the National I saw a beautiful “Jungle
Drum” bitch; she was curvy, small, short hocks, she is
what a Whippet should be, just beautiful!!

ANYTHING TO ADD?
40 years ago when we started in Whippets the
standard read a lot like our Border Collie standard.
You don’t want them to have a high head. You want
them to lower the head and drop and go. I think it
is the training of our show Whippets to go with a
high head, rather than it being their normal carriage.
Because they are a Sighthound it is not their natural
way of going. We have taught them this upright way
of going over the years. You want the appearance of
the dog dropping and going and opening up. You
don’t want them upright with a head up and looking
like a square box. You definitely want them to drop
and go. 40 years ago they wanted the head down to
drop and go. When you see a little bit more of that
head coming down they are more able to open their
gait up. I don’t want to see a Whippet in a perfect
little square.
For specifics about many more Sporting Field

There are too many short reaching fronts. There has

Whippets of importance, see the Sporting Field

to be balance. You need to have as much drive as you

web site (http://www.sportingfields.com) and The

have reach!! Many dogs are going around with speed,

Whippet Archives (http://thewhippetarchives.net).

but if you don’t have the reach, drive and balance,
they can’t go anywhere. They are just going fast and
that is not correct. You have to understand sidegait
and that is to have as much drive as you have reach!!

AWC PERFORMANCE DIRECTORS REPORT: AUGUST, 2010
WRA National/Eastern Whippet Derby and
Jersey Rag Racers 25th Versatility event
Over a scorching 4th of July weekend in Woodstown, New Jersey, the Jersey Rag Racers celebrated the 25th Anniversary of their Versatility event by hosting the WRA National Fun Match, WRA National Race meet, Eastern Whippet
Derby and finished up with an AKC lure coursing trial. Suffice it to say that as the days progressed so did the temperatures as well as the quality of competition. In the end, it was a seasoned veteran who won the WRA National meet, a
beautiful youngster won the WRA National fun match, an expert on the oval won the Derby and taking home the top
honors for the overall 25th Versatility event was a little blue iron hound who also won the AWC Triathlon at this years
national. Results are below:

2010 WRA National Fun Match Winner:

“Tramp”
Poeta Strictly SuperTramp

Bred by Louise Hoelscher
Owned by Wendy Strickland, Strictly Whippets

(Wendy Strickland)
(Poeta Wheatland Whistle Stop, WRCh, ORC x Notorious Poeta Ponacha, WRCh)

2010 WRA National Meet
Jersey Rag Racers

July 3rd, 2010, Salem County Fairgrounds, NJ
9 Puppies, 1 Senior, 1 Legend, 61 Adults
Puppies (11)
Place Points
1
29.00
2
17.00
3
15.00
4
10.00
5
9.00
6
8.00
7
8.00 SCR 3
8
7.00
9
5.00 SCR 2

Call Name
Ms Poe
Trinity
Sting
Skadoosh
Quinn
Gibbs
Rudy-C
Mumble
Jasmine

Registered Name
Mystic Potential Energy Indigo
Hiawatha's Perfect Storm
Indigo French Sting
Shannon Down King Fu Panda
SDW Annadar Dangerous Thoughts
Indigo Muddy Water
Hiawatha's Fighting Irish
Shannon Downs Happy Feet
Hiawatha's Ruba Ragosa @ Oceana

Seniors (1)
Place Points Call Name
1.
18
Blaze-F

Registered Name
Windyglen's Blaze of Glory II

Owner
Fisher, R

Legends (1)
Place Points Call Name
1.
18
Delta-M

Registered Name
Mystic Delta Charm

Owner
Matusz, I

Owner
Matusz,
Fisher, R
Hilsky, J
Lyons, S
English, I
Huff, J
Cox, G
Lyons, S
Banks, M
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Adults (61)
Place Points
1.
23.00
2.
21.00
3.
20.50
4.
19.00
5.
18.00
6.
16.00
7.
14.00
8.
14.00
9.
14.00
10.
12.00
11.
12.00
12.
11.00
13.
11.00
14.
11.00
15.
10.00
16.
10.00
17.
10.00
18.
10.00
19.
10.00

Call Name
Tula
Treadwell
Schooner-B
Villain
Yodel-S
Colt
Sonnet
Deucalion
Pixie-S
Image
Maggie
Remy
Luther
Windancer
Marmot
Demetre
Beastro
Tux-K
Henree-Anne

Registered Name
Oberon Tularosa
Grizzly Man
Vincetveritas Bluenose
Shoreline Chesco Supervillain
Notorious Poeta Fudge Fandango
Lyth Groovin'
Notorious Poeta Panocha
Quixand Kentfield Deucalion
Catchem Trigger
Carbeth Megamillions
Carbeth Million Dollar Baby
Rosmor Ratatouille
Divine Devil in Disguise
Kentfield Windancer
Vitesse Deep Powder
Notorious Katmai
Beastro Chadra Sans Dos
Ragapple Tuxedo Gentle RollsThe Dice
Shoreline's Danced All Night

Owner
Picogna, A
Bowen, C
Busch, D
Campo, J
Straehle, E
Kemerly, B
Hoelscher, L
York, C
Smith, A
Kirchner, C
Kirchner, C
Miner, D
Lamb, V
Maiolino, D
Costello, L
Ghielmetti, B
Damant, V
Dawn, K
Mark, A

WRChX
7.00
5.00
3.00
1.00

WRCh

6.00
3.00

.333
.333
.333

2010 WRA National Meet Winner:

“Tula”

Oberon Tularosa, WRChV, ORC

Bred by Scott Ekblad
Owned by Anne Picogna

2010 Eastern Whippet Derby
Jersey Rag Racers

July 4th, 2010; Salem County Fairgrounds, NJ
44 Adults, 270 yards
Adults (44)
Place Points
1.
29
2.
20
3.
20
4.
17
5.
17
6.
15.5
7.
15
8.
15
9.
15
10.
13
11.
13
12.
13
13.
13
14.
13
15.
12
16.
12
17.
12
18.
12
19.
11
20.
11
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Call Name
Zip-B
Schooner
Tug-C
Marmot
Byelobog
Deucalion
Whistle
Luther
Trump
Sonnet
Wind Dancer
LeRoy
Bialy
Saleen
Levi
Beastro
Demetre
Jetta
Viva
Faye-Faye

Registered Name
Owner
NORC
ORC
Quixand's Just Zip'n Around, SORC2,WRCh
Burris
5 NORC
Vincetveritas Bluenose, WRCh,ORC
D. Busch
2 NORC
Vitesse Full Pull, WRChX,RCh,SORC
Costello/Szymaniak 2 NORC
Vitesse Deep Powder, WRCh,RN,FCh,CGC
Costello/Cutherell
5 ORC
Quixand SDW Intentionally Left Blank, CR,ORC Lyons
Quixand Kentfield Deucalion, WRCh,ORC
York
Poeta Wheatland Whistle Stop, WRCh,ORC
Strickland
Divine Devil in Disquise , WRCh,ORC
Lamb
Carbeth The Donald
Kirchner
3 ORC
Notorious Poeta Panocha, WRCh
Hoelscher
.25 ORC
FC Kentfield Wind Dancer, WRCh,FCh,ORC
Maiolino
Bitterblue's Before Colour, WRCh,OTR
Loube/Garwacki
.25 ORC
Bialy Stock Daniel, CR,OTR
Schartz/McDonald
.25 ORC
FC Stormwind's Saleen, FCh
McDonald
.25 ORC
Capetown Leviathan
Damron/Shegogne
Beastro Chadra Sans Dos, WRCh,OTRM,FCh,SC Damant
Notorious Katmai
Ghielmetti
FC Stormwind's Jetta , ORC,FCh,CRX3
McDonald
FC Appaws Vivid Imagination, FCh,CRX2,ORC Lyons/Crawmer
Licketysplit Fate to the Wind, SC,OTRM,CRX,ARX Damron
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JRRWA 2010 Versatility Placings
Place
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Score
8.60
6.50
5.17
4.77
4.76
4.76
4.56
4.45
4.00
3.60
3.29
3.17
2.71
2.57
2.56
1.84
1.03
0.28

Call Name
Registered Name
Marmot
Vitesse Deep Powder, WRCh,RN,FCh,CGC
Remy
Rosmor Ratatouille, CR
Bosley
FC Shannon Down Full Throttle V Kismet, MC,FCh,WRCh,ORC
Viva
FC Appaws Vivid Imagination, SC,FCh,CRX2,ORC
Weaver
BIF Daydream's Dream Weaver, SC,FCh,CR,OTR
FayeFaye
Licketsplit Fate to the Wind, SC,OTRM,CRX,ARX,TRP
Charlie
MBIF FC Indigo Charged to the Max, CD,LCM2,RA,MC,CRX,OTRM,AV
Liam
Shannon Down the Entertainer, SC,OTR
Easy
Shaldra's Smarty Jones, OTR
Tinsley
FC Shannon Down Cinnamon Girl, SC,CRX,OTRM
Pixel
Darjah's High Resolution, FCh,SC
MsAmy
Mystic Amy of Indigo JC,CR
Henree-Anne Shoreline's Danced All Night RN, FCh, SC,CRX, OTR, CGC
Van
Shannon Down Vanishing Act, JC,OTR
Leela
Indigo Motion Blur JC,CR,OTR,CD
Win
Shaldra's Winning Colors
Marseille
Shannon Down French Kiss, CR,MC,OTR,CGC,RN
Drum
Shaldra Mikater Drum of Autumn, SC,CRX,CGC

Owner
Costello/Cutherell
Miner/Bennett
Lyons
Lyons/Crawmer
Obelcz/Day/McCloskey
Damron/Shegogue
Obelcz
Lyons
Sibinovic
Lyons
English/Reedy
Matusz/Huff
Mark
McCurry/English/Lyons
Huff
Sibinovic
Ronning
Sibinovic

Steve Surfman

25th Anniversary 2010 JRRWA Versatility Winner

“Marmot”
Vitesse Deep Powder, WRCh, ORC, FCh, RN, CGC
Bred by Patrick Burlingame
Owned by Lisa Costello and Mary Cutherell
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August 2010 AKC Obedience Report
By Irene Mullauer, National Obedience Chairperson
Rally rankings 1/1/10 thru 06/30/10
Class

Adv A

Adv B

Exc A

Exc B

Nov A

Nov B
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Dog Name

Owner

Average

Qualifying
Scores

1
2
2
3
4
5
6
7
7

Ampersand Airborn
Anlan’s Sierra Mist
Mama Mia Sky High RN
Agstone Fonseca Cosacos
Laurel Chase Leia Bug
Belaya Silver Thistle
Tcs Zoomerang
Galewind’s Life Of Reilly
Warburton Heart Of The Story

R Henery
T Lubbers/A Lubbers/J Lubbers
R Henery
C Stone/B Lowans
J Pichette
C Gillies
A McNiven
N Anderson/W Brizius
P Renzulli/L Solano

97
94
94
93.33
91.5
86.5
85.5
77
77

1
3
1
3
2
2
2
1
1

1
2
6
4
5
6
6

Wolfram’s Mitzi The Celebrity
Wheatland Talltree
Shamasan Smokin’ Magic
Wildaspen’s Letz Do Th’ Wild Thang
Amberwind Nasusa Wicked Moon
Dreams Charm Me
Karasar’s Jackpot

K Couch
L Hayes/S Hayes
M Shanley
H Badgett/T Brumbaugh
S Holley/S Mallonee
P Younger
G Ball/K Kuper

98
92.67
84
81.33
80.5
78
78

1
3
1
3
2
3
1

1
2

Snow Hill Soul Unsigned
Shannon Down Blazing Star

S Lane/S Hughes
J Phillips

91
72

2
1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Alouette Rdrunner Mucho Dinero
Whippoorwill Mystic
Dreams Charm Me
Mirage’s Stack The Deck
Wheatland Talltree
Whippoorwill Mystic
Aaa Spike El Kandahar

E Adler
A Andrews
P Younger
N Gordon/N Wascom
L Hayes/S Hayes
A Andrews/B Henderson
L Hayes/S Hayes

94.75
93
90
89
85.67
85.5
85

4
1
3
1
3
2
2

1
1
2
3
4
8
6

Bijoux Crystal Summer Day
Quixand Perstriatus
Delcielo Solar Star
Majestic Jazz
Mooncroft The Wynn Of Claymar
Nouveau’s Organized Chaos
Onyxx Dream Weaver

D Buck
L Statler/R Statler
M Lu/R Lattuga
S Heath/C Heath
J Trudeau/S Bender
E Houle
O Kowalsky/M Wills/L Weller

99
99
88
82.67
81
80
78

1
1
1
3
1
1
1

1
1
1
2
2
3
4
5
5
6

Wegner’s On The Sly
Anlan’s Sierra Mist
Shamasan Lumos Solarum
Atelier Moment In Time
Karasar’s Jackpot
Watch Me It’s Tough To Be A Goddess
Vitesse Deep Powder
Krislyn Cat Man Do
Flyn Dust Circe Of Carbeth
Shamasan’s Lily Potter

C Austin/U James
T Lubbers/A Lubbers/J Lubbers
M Shanley/P Booth
K Harwood
G Ball/K Kuper
J Thomas
L Costello/M Cutherell
J Cook/C Pearce
J Mellinger/R Mellinger
M Shanley

98
98
98
97
97
96
95.33
94
94
93

1
3
1
1
1
1
3
2
4
1
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RAE

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
1
2
3
4

Summit Start Me Up
Amherst Woods I Have A Dream
Shaglan Wildaspen Eastr Magic
Surrey Hill’s Ripon Jewel
Jens Lil Miss Sunshine
Summit Ironwood Signorina Zetta
Watch Me O’Continental Light Of Cottonwood
Mystic Run Strawberry Fields Forever
Belaya Sweet William
Bravado’s Jeronimo
Cove Creek Barcelona Nights
Abbey Boston Belle

K Hilfiker
C Gillies
H Badgett/T Brumbaugh
K Lee/K Fredericks/L Anichini
J Pond
D Sisneroz/S Vernon
J Thomas
A Andrews
C Ellis
S Orman/L Orman
M Hermon/D Seiler
J Hopfenbeck

Snow Hill Soul Unsigned
Lucy Andrews
Dreams Charm Me
Amberwind Nasusa Wicked Moon

S Lane/S Hughes
A Andrews
P Younger
S Holley/S Mallonee

91.5
91
89.67
88
87.5
86.33
85.33
85
84
74
72
70

2
2
3
2
2
3
3
3
2
1
1
1

95.5
95.3
92
85

2
10
2
2

Obedience Ranking 1/1/10 thru 6/30/10

Class

Average

Grad Nov
1
2
Nov A
1
2
3
4
5
Nov B
1
2
3
4
5
6

Opn A

Dog Name

Owner

Qualifying
Scores

191
184

Renegade’s Red Alert At Sea
Maverick Cowgirl Chic

K Cole
R Amado/H Heil

1
1

195
180.5
179.75
175.5
171.5

Waldersee’s Sydney Alan
Kenya Of Windyglen
Abbey Boston Belle
Halmarque Santa Cruz
Shantellie Countess Of Steel

L Corsini-Hebert
K Livingston
J Hopfenbeck
J Honza
P Campbell

2
1
2
1
1

188.5
188
186
185.25
185
184.5

Wegner’s On The Sly
Renegade’s Red Alert At Sea
Pawsable’s Calm Before The Storm
Wyatt Of Dodge City
Watch Me Will Wonders Never Cease
Vitesse Deep Powder

2
4
1
2
2
1

7
8
9

182.63
181.5
180

4
1
1

10
11
12
13
14

178.5
177.83
175.5
175
170

Anlan’s Sierra Mist
Snowcaps Solari Quick Step
Agstone Whippoorwill Isabel
Watch Me Our Bright Light Of
Runners
Wolfram’s Mitzi The Celebrity
Endeavor’s Challenge The Wind
Indigo Shoreline Black Rose
Kamada Two Thumbs Up

C Austin/U James
K Cole
K Marshall
d heffernan/J Heffernan
J Thomas/J Williams
L Costello/M Cutherell
T Lubbers/A Lubbers/J
Lubbers
D REIMER/S Couzin
A Andrews
J Lambertsen
K Couch
D Noble
C Huff/L CAMPO
W Tracy/M Tracy

1
3
1
1
1

1
2
3

187.5
182.75
178.25

Hasue Here Comes Trouble
Aaa Spike El Kandahar
Alouette Rdrunner Mucho Dinero

S Mullins
L Hayes/S Hayes
E Adler

1
2
2

The above Rankings are compiled from the AKC Awards Publication. Please forward any questions to me at
mull4291@yahoo.com.
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